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It is a little over fifty years since an
obscure American writer recorded in
his private journal that he had just re-
ceived a wagon load of his unsaleable
volumes from the publisher. "They
are something more substantial thin
fame," he wrote, "as my back knows,
which has borne them up two flights
of stairs . My works are now piled tip

on one side of my chamber, half as
high as my head, my opera own,ia .
This is authorship ; these are the work
of my- brain. Nevertheless, in spite of
this result, sitting beside the inert
mass of my works, I take up my pen
to-night With as much satisfaction as
ever ."
What would Thoreau have said,

could lie have been forewarned, on that
evening, that within half-a-century the
foremost of American publishing firms
would be planning all edition of his
works in twenty volumes; that an
original copy of his rejected look, the
11'eek on, the Concord and Merriniack
Ricers, would sell for ten guineas; ;ind
that scraps of his liandwriting would
fetch more than their weight it gold
-for this is literally wlint has hap-
pened to the reputation of the "Yankee
Diogene;° and the "Rural Humbug,"
as his contemporaries styled him? Of
fall the Concord group it is beginning
to be seen that Thoreau. the least re-
garded in his lifetime, will lire the
longest in the end, by virtue of that
rare . pungent, aboriginal iiavor of his,
which may attract or repel, according
to the taste of the reader, but will in
no Nvise suffer itself to be forgotten.
There lies before me, as I -rite, file

ne-,v "Walden" edition of Thorcna-a
truly astonishing monument to ;1 mane
,which has had to fight its way. year
by year, against much obloquy and
misapprehension, and Ivith little else to
aid it than its own queuchless vitality .
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It is no empty phrase to say that the
thanks of all students of Thoreau are
owing to the publishers who have thus
made due recognition of his genius ;
for this "Walden" edition, following
upon the "Riverside" series of 1894,
comes very little short of giving us the
complete and definite Thoreau.' A few
further gleauings there will doubtless
be of hitherto unpublished poems, va-
riations in the text, omitted passages
and a few errors to be corrected, but
for all practical purposes the complete
works of the author of 11'alden have
now been given to the world, and in a
form which many a more fastidious
classic might envy . I 1vill not say that
such an event marks the climax of
Thoreau's fame, for I believe that in
another half-century lie will be still
snore Highly appreciated ; but it cer-
tainly- harks the most important epoch
in a great writer's acceptance-the
point where he ceases to be classed with
the nrinora sidcra of his generation, and
takes his proper place in the literary
heavens.
The published writings fall naturally

into two divisions, first . the six vol-
umes of Works, already- known to
readers of Thoreau, and differing from
those included in the earlier "Itiver-
side" edition chiefly in a number of
added letters and poems. and ill the
more convenient grouping of some of
the miscellaneous essays ; secondly, the
much-talked-of Journal, now for flu,
first time printed in. e.Oenso in fourteen
volunies . The appearance of the Jour-
nal is, of course, the great fcaturo of
this "1ti" ;ildeu" edition, ;iml all event of
capital importance to Thoreau stu-
dents. When Thoreau died in 1862 he

_ '° The Writings of Henry David Thoreau>'
including_ the Journal of Thoreau, in twentyvolumes, illustrated with one hundred photo-graphs from nature . (Messrs . Houghton,Mifflin, and Co ., Boston and New York . The
London agents are Messrs . Archibald Con-
stable and Co .)
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'left no fewer than thirty-nine volumes
of closely-written diaries, containing
the thoughts and meditations of a life-
time, the raw material from which his
two published works, The Weck and
lfulden, had been constructed, and
which were designed to furnish the
substance of several more.. "We must
have our libraries enlarged," so Lowell
had remarked in his review of The
1Veek, "if Mr . Thoreau intends to com-
plete his autobiography on this scale."
Yet soon after Thoreau's death there
was some talk of printing the journals,
but, owing to the hesitation of Sophia
Thoreau, his surviving sister, the plan
was not carried out, and the manu-
scripts lay hidden away until, some
twenty years later, AIr. Harrison Blake
edited portions of them in four vol-
umes, in which selected passages from
different years were grouped together
under the heads of Spring, Summer,
Autumn, and Winter, so as to give a
connected picture of the seasons. I
cannot think that the arrangement was
a happy one ; for the effect on the read-
er's mind of being jerked to and fro,
from one year to another, in order to
maintain a semblance of continuity in
the seasons, was often a cause of an-
noyance, and for some time past it has
been felt that this artificial structure
must sooner or later be superseded by
the publication of the Journals in full .
Thanks to the promoters of the "Wal-
den" Thoreau, and Air. Bradford Tor-
rey's editorship, this has now been
done, and we have before us the actual
record of Thoreau's thoughts-the
very pulse of the machine"-during the
period of his active manhood.
Thoreau, of course, did not contem-

plate the printing of his Journals,
either in selections, after Mr. Blake's
pattern, or, as they now appear. coin-
plete-his method was to draw from
them, as from a storehouse, in the
making of his books, with careful re-
vision and re-shaping of his original

Thoreau in Twenty Volumes.
thought-yet it is interesting to note
that in one particular passage (Jan-
nary 27th and 28th, 1852) he gives by
implication a sanction to the plan that
has been followed.

"I do not know," he says, "but
thoughts written down thus in a jour-
nal might be printed in the same form
with greater advantage than if the re-
lated ones were brought together into
separate essays . They are now allied
to life, and are seen by the reader not
to be far-fetched . It is more simple, less
artful . Mere facts and names and
dates communicate more than we sus-
pect . . . . Perhaps I can never find so
good a setting for my thoughts as I
shall thus have taken them out of ."

A comparison of the more rugged
beauties of the Journal with the fin-
ished felicities of Walden or Cape Cod
hardly bears out this theory ; but there
is undoubtedly a native and unstudied
charm in the first impressions which Is
all their own; and to those who recog-
nize how great a writer Thoreau is,
there is much interest in being able to
watch his mind at work in every form
and phase. In one of the many sug-
gestive notes with which these vol-
umes abound, it is truly pointed out
that, by collating certain original pas-
sages in the Journal with the revised
passages as they appear in The Week
or in Waldela, the reader will find it
instructive "to see the conditions under
which the matter was first written,
and observe the alterations made !it
adapting the particular to the general
and giving the substance a more per-
feet literary form."
Nest to the inclusion of the Jour-

nals, the chief distinction of the "Wal-
den" Thorea-u is its illustrations. Now
it is evident that in no case are illus-
trations so important as in the works
of a writer whose life is closely asso-
ciated with one particular district ; and
how deeply Thoreau's affections were
interwoven with the woods and
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streams and fields of his beloved Con-
cord is known to all-indeed, it has
been said that "the village of Con-
cord is his monument, covered with
suitable inscriptions by himself." For
this reason it was especially to be de-
sired that, before the face of the cou11-
try was greatly changed, the scenes
which Thoreau held so dear should be
preserved in picture ; and in this re-
spect, no less than in the inatter of his
Journal, we have cause to be thankful,
for in Mr . Herbert Gleason the ideal
photographer for the purpose seems to
have been found, who has made a care-
ful study of Thoreau's writings and
identified most of the places described
by him not only in the neighborhood of
Concord but in his more distant excur-
sions to the Merrimack River, the
Maine Woods, and Cape Cod. Of the
hundred excellent illustrations repro-
duced from these photographs, the
best, perhaps, are those of the Maine
Woods, but all have necessarily a very
real interest for the lover of Thoreau,
who now at last finds his favorite au-
thor enshrined in a worthy form .-'
In face of this fact, this solid fact,

that Thoreau is now a, classic in
twenty volumes, one cannot but smile
at the apprehension still expressed, on
this side of the Atlantic, as to the per-
inanence of his fame. Here is Air. Ar-
thur Rickett, for instance, in his recent
book, The 17o,flabond in Literature,
gravely reminding us that "there is no
denying that the trend of modern crit-
icism has been against him," and that
the judgment of Lowell and Stevenson
is "not to be lightly ignored." Well,
not lightly perhaps ; but that it is be-
ing ignored is beyond doubt. If the
trend of modern criticism were against

z It should in fairness be mentioned that
Mr . Alfred W . Hosmer, who died at Concord
three years ago, wasa worthy predecessor ofMr . Gleason as a photographer of Thoreau's
haunts . Mr. Hosmer was a man who followed
in Thoreau's footsteps both literally and
metaphorically, and was himself the best
possible proof of the nobility of Thoreau's
influence. It was from his photographs thatmost of the illustrations were taken in the
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Thoreau (and this is not wholly the
case), it would be file worse for n1od-
eril criticism, for the gradual public
recognition of a great writer pays but
slight heed to such obstacles; but the
truth is that in this country there has
been little criticism of Thoreau -worthy
of the name, and still less serious
study, on the critics' part, of the con-
siderable mass of Thoreau literature .
Our literary folk have been mostly
content to view him through that one
very distorted pane in 11y Study ll'ili-
dows, and are unaware of Lowell's ear-
lier and far more appreciative essay.
written before the two men had quar-
relled, and Thoreau had wounded
Lowell's "self-consciousness," as Emer-
son expressed it, beyond forgiveness ;'
still less have they knowledge of the
more important article contributed by
John Weiss, a class-mate of Thoreau,
to the Christian Examiner in 1865, per-
haps the very best and most iliumin-
ative of such reminiscences. It -would
scarcely be an exaggeration to say that
with the exception of Walden, the Week,
and a few of the shorter essays,
Thoreau's works are unknown to Eng-
lish readers; witness the fact that to
this day there is no English edition of
his Cape Cod, a book which from every
point of view is one of leis master-
pieces . -Moreover, Thoreau has always
been, and perhaps will always be . a
cause of trouble to the "critics"-to
those self-constituted advisers -vho .
both in his lifetime and afterwards,
have pointed out the errors of his ways.
What else is the purport of that char-
acteristic poein of his, "AIy Prayer." in
which, after his first petition that 1le
may not disappoint himself . he snakes
supplication as folloNvs :
edition of "Walden"issued byMessrs . Hough-
ton and Mifflin in two volumes in 1897 . 1 may
add that there is also a very charming edition
of "Cape Cod" (1896), illustrated with mar-
ginal sketches in color by Amelia M . Watson .
Altogether Thoreau has been fortunate to his
artists .

3 This essay, not reprinted among Lowell's
collected writings, was published in the
bfassachusetts Quarterly Review in 1849,
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And next in value, which Thy kindness

lends,
That I may greatly disappoint my

friends;
Howe'er they think or hope that it may

be,
They may not dream how Thou'st dis-

tinguished me.

Having regard to much that has
been written about Thoreau's charac-
ter and opinions, I think we may
safely say that this portion of his
Prayer has, as far as his literary cen-
sors are concerned, received very am-
ple fulfilment . For the prevalent mis-
take which the critics have made con-
cerning Thoreau has been the attempt
to measure and classify and label him
by some other standard than his own,
"the complaint," as his friend Weiss
expressed it, "that he was not some-
body else ." When, for example, Mr.
Itickett, in his desire to portray Thor-
eau is one of his "Vagabonds in Lit-
erature," praises his intimacy with
wild nature, but blames his tendency
to "moralizing," he forgets that the
author of lVatd'en, whatever traits of
vagabondage may be proved in him,
was a good deal more than a "vaga-
bond," unless, indeed, that word be
used in a highly transcendental sense.
Again, Mr . Watts-Dunton, in his Intro-
duction to a recent edition of lVal(Mt,
seems to be one of those friends who
are disappointed in Thoreau ; and eer-
t:iinly his own disquisition on "Thoreau
and Children of the Open Air," must
have caused some disappointment to
all who believe that a preface to a
good book should be as a setting to a
gem, or as a frame to a picture-har-
monious in tone, and subordinate to
the subject of which it treats . 4

	

Mr.
Watts-Dunton complains sadly that
Thoreau was "self-conscious," that he
talked of "experience," was "touched

4 Per contra, I would refer to Mr . RichardWhiteing's introduction to another of thenow numerous 11 Waldens" as an almost per-
fect specimen of what a preface should be .
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by the modern dry-rot of education,"
'md was "guilty of the iuipertinF~ncc of
symbolizing Nature." Was he then "a
,rcritabtc Child of the Open Air"'., The
question is a rather futile one. since
the answer must depend on how ilie
terms are defined, and on that point
there is no agreement. It is beyond
question that Thoreau loi"ed Nature as
few men have done, else why did he
spend the greater part of his life with
her? It is equally certain that lie was
much more than a nature-lover pure
and simple, such as George Borrow .
Need we then repine that Thoreau was
not Borrow, or that Borrow was not
Thoreau?

	

Is it not wiser to enjoy
both of them for what they are worth?
"A great deal of criticism," as Weiss
remarked in his essay on Thoreau, "is
inspired by inability to perceive the
function and predestined quality of the
man who passes in review . It only
succeeds in explaining the difference
between him and the critic .

	

Such a
decided fact as a man of genius is,
ought to be gratefully accepted and in-
terpreted." The sum of the matter is
contained in Thoreau's own remark :
"We are constantly invited to be what
we are."

It was, of course. ine~-itable tli :ct So
eccentric and uncompromising a na-
ture as Thoreau's should be misunder-
stood by the majority of his kinsmen
and acquaintances. What could the
respectable folk of a New England
village make of their strange towns-
man who described himself as fol-
lows?

I am a schoolmaster, a private tutor,
a surveyor, a gardener, a farmer . a
painter (I mean a house-painter) . a car-
penter, a mason, a day-laborer, a pen-
cil-maker, a glass paper maker, a
writer, and sometimes a poetaster . liy
present employment is to answer such
orders as may be expected from so gen-
eral an advertisement as the above.
That is, if I think fit, which is not al-
ways the case, for I have found out a
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way to live without what is commonly
called employment or industry, attrac-
tive or otherwise. Indeed, my steadi-
est employment, if such it can be
called, is to keep myself at the top of
my condition, and ready for whatever
may turn up in heaven or on earth.

As we know him now, we see in this
statement an admirable description of
Thoreau's genius ; but to his contem-
poraries, with a very few exceptions,
it must have seemed to be a mere
wilful aberration . We recall, for ex-
ample, an occasion, recorded in the
Journal, when Thoreau's father, that
practical, unobtrusive old man, made
protest against his son's waste of time,
as he considered it, in making sugar
in a neighboring maple-wood, when lie
could have obtained it more cheaply in
Concord, and received for answer that
this occupation, far from "taking him
from his studies," was his study-he
felt, after it, "as if he had been to a
university." In like manner even
Emerson complained that Thoreau,
lacking ambition, "instead of engineer-
ing for all America, was the captain of
a huckleberry party" ; while Lowell,
less sympathetic and less scrupulous,
misrepresented the Walden episode as
ark attempt at ".in entire independency
of mankind."

	

But such inisappreheil-
sions. inevitable once, are less pardon-
able now, after in interval of fifty
years, (luring which time the fuller
publication of Thoreau's works has
corrected the earlier impressions of
him. and has shown him in a clearer
light to those who desire to understand
him .

	

We can see no-,v that, as an orig-
inal thinker and idealist, lie did "engi-
neer for all America," in a sense other
than that which Emerson intended-
that he built for his countrymen, and
for us, a priceless viaduct of thought,
to lead us on from the sophisms and
falsities of a too complex civilization
to a simpler and happier mode of liv-
ing.
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The process of this recognition of
Thoreau has been a slow but sure one.
As in the case of every great writer
who has had a message to deliver, it
ivas as artist that lie first won unwil-
ling homage from those who detested
his creed. "With every exception,"
said Lowell, the most hostile of his
critics, "there is no writing compara-
ble with Thoreau's in kind that is com-
parable with it in degree . His range
-Nvas narrow, but to be a master is to be
a master.

	

There are sentences of his
:is perfect as anything- in the language,
and thoughts as clearly crystallized ."

This may stand as an expression of
the best literary judgment on Thoreau
for the past quarter-century ; and in
the wake of this frank appreciation of
the stylist there has been growing up
the slower but not less certain appre-
ciation of the man. It has taken fifty
years to do it, but we are at last be-
ginning to get rid of certain false no-
tions concerning Thoreau by which the
ininds of his readers have been ob-
sessed-notably the stubborn convic-
tion that lie was a mere disciple and
imitator of Emerson, whereas in fact,
though deeply indebted to Emerson in
his youth, his mature intellect was
wholly independent and self-centred .
Again, what Avas from the first grasped
by the few is now being recognized by
file iu :iny, that :i live book such as
Walden. cannot have been written by a
"skulker" (such was Stevenson's term),
or by a misanthrope, or a "stoico-epi-
ciirean adiaphorist," as a Scotch profes-
sor, who so far forgot himself as to
attempt to analyze Thoreau, has
learnedly d(Iscribed him.' The fiction
of a selfish, indifferent, or even misan-
thropic Thore:ru, so studiously culti-
vated by some of his critics, is shat-
tered by a knowledge of the noble part
which lie played as .in abolitionist-as
flit" abolitionist who spoke the first pill)-

5 Professor John Nichol, in his "American
Literature" (1882) .
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lie word on behalf of the imprisoned
John Brown at that supreme crisis .
("Was it Thoreau or Lowell." asks
Wentworth Higgluson, "who found a
voice, before the curtain fell, after the
first act of that drama, upon the scaf-
fold of John Brown?") Nor can the
fiction of a hard, stoical Thoreau, for
which Emerson himself is largely re-
sponsible, inasmuch as it was by his
too partial editing of the Letters and
Poerus that the excessive idea of Tho-
reau's "stoicism" was generated and
fostered, survive a reading of the de-
lightful Famdliar Letters, first edited
by Mr . F. B . Sanborn in 1894, and now
reprinted with enlargement in the
ll'aldeu edition, or of many human
glimpses in the Journal.
Why is it, then, that Thoreau the

thinker is still knocking at the gate
where Thoreau the writer has been
admitted? Plainly, because the mes-
sage brought by him was in some re-
spects a disturbing one, and unwelcome
to the majority of those who heard it ;
because his philosophy makes too se-
vere a demand on the consciences of
his readers. For Thoreau is not a nat-
uralist only, like White or Waterton,
nor a simple child of nature like Bor-
row ; but he is, as his friend and biogra-
pher, Channing, so aptly named him, a
"poet-naturalist," one who sees nature
through the uiediuin of human aspira-
tions.

	

"Nature," says Thoreau, "must
be viewed humanly to be viewed at all;
that is, her scenes must be associated
with humane affections ." Nor is this
fucorsistent, as might at first be
thongiii, with the belief elsewhere ex-
pressed by him that man is not the
sole object of concern to nature and
the universe ; for it has to be remem-
bered that the "human" element was
re2;irded by Thoreau as a property not
of niaakind alone, but also of the lower
races and of nature which is the parent
of all. "Fliall I not have intelligence
Nvith the earth?" he asks . "Am I not
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partly leaves and vegetable mould my-
self?" The foxes appeared to him as
"rudiioental burrowing men, still stand-
ing on their defence, awaiting their
tronsformation," and it was the human
traits of the clog, the horse, and even
of the wild moose of the Maine forests,
that led him to the belief that there
is a civilization going on among ani-
inals as among men.

It is curious that while it is made
a fault in Thoreau that he attempted
thus to "humanize" nature, the con-
trary charge is also levelled at him,
that in his pre-occupation with the
wild, lie overlooked the interests of his
fellow-men . Had he, indeed, left his
fellow-men out of his books, and writ-
ten only of the woodchucks or the snap-
ping-turtles, it is conceivable that lie
might have even known what it is to
be "popular," which he declared (but
on insufficient personal experience) is
"to go down perpendicularly." How
greatly it retards the reputation of a
nature-writer to be suspected of having
designs on the intelligence of his
readers may be seen from the paral-
lel case of Richard Jefferies. who
in his earlier period was a natural-
ist, a poet-naturalist in his later .
Why was it that so essentially sec-
ond-rate a book as Jefferies' "Game-
keeper at Home" was popular and suc-
cessful, while the wonderful "Story of
my Heart" had to be sold off at six
pence a copy?

	

Simply because the
"Story" was weighted with subversive
"ideas," while the "Gamekeeper" was
pleasantly devoid of any such perilous
cargo.

	

It is safe to say that had all
Jefferies' works been on the same lines
as his "Story," his name would be far
less known than it is to-day. It was
Thoreau's misfortune, or good fortune.'
that he did not, like Jefferies, publish
any successful juveuiliia, R "ith style
enough to attract, and without brain
enough to repel, the taste of the "gen-
eral reader" ; else we might have seen
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him, as we see Jefferies, surviving by
the fame of his inferior works, and al-
most damned by his masterpieces. As
it is, we have had to accept or reject
Thoreau on the ground chosen by him-
self, and after fifty years of hesitation
it would seem that we are deciding to
accept him.
What, then, are the "ideas" for which

Thoreau stands in American literature?
It is difficult to express them in a word,
for if we say "simplicity"-the word
which perhaps most nearly compre-
hends his views-there is a danger that
it will be taken, as it often is, to imply
a mere simplification of living. "To
what end," he asks in one of his let-
ters, "do I lead a simple life at all?
That I may teach others to simplify
their lives, and so all our lives be sim-
plifted merely, like an algebraic for
mula?

	

Or not, rather, that I may
make use of the ground I have cleared,
to live more worthily and profitably?"
The intention of "prescribing rules"
was expressly disavowed by him ; it
was not his wish to induce the luxuri-
ously-minded to abandon their luxuries,
but rather to spur the sluggish minds
to think for themselves, and so to fol-
low their own personal tastes instead
of the traditional prejudice. Individ-
uality of judgment lies at the very root
of his simplification . His intensely
alert and thrifty nature, barbed with
keenest insight into the sophistries of
custom, led him to the simple life (if
we may still use that inuch-maligned
terra) of which he was the chief mod-
ern exponent-a very different life, be
it observed, from the fashionable easy-
going "simplicity" which a popular
writer has commended as "a state of
mind," and as demanding "no exter-
nal

	

characteristics." e

	

In

	

Thoreau's
creed, the natural life is to be lived as
well as eulogized ; and, as it is here
that he comes to grips with conven-
tional habit as no other writer has

1 '1 The Simple Life," by-Charles Wagner .
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done, it is not surprising that on this
point he has been most persistently
misapprehended .

"It is a very shallow view," says
Lowell, "that affirms trees and rocks to
be healthy, and cannot see that men
in communities are just as true to the
laws of their organization ." But what
Thoreau condemned ivns not, of course,
the mere congregating of men in com-
munities, but the diseases, mental and
physical, that result therefrom; his
real object was to restore a just bal-
ance between the exaggerated claims
of society and the neglected claims of
nature . "Living much out of doors,"
he says, "will no doubt produce a cer-
tain roughness of character, as staying
in the house, on the other hand, may
produce a softness and smoothness, not
to say thinness, of skin, accompanied
by an increased sensibility to certain
impressions .

	

No doubt it is rt nice mat-
ter to proportion rightly the thick and
thin skin."

	

These are hardly the words
of the bigoted advocate of savagery
which Thoreau',, critics would represent
him.
To dwell upon the sincerity of Tho-

reau might be deemed an impertinence,
for this quality, to those who sympa-
thize with him, is written unmistaka-
bly on his every page ; yet even so ge-
nial a writer as Mr. A. C. Benson has
lately referred to him as the most con-
spicuous instance in literature of the
desire "to stimulate the curiosity of
others ." As Lowell, regarding Tho-
reau through his Study Windotrs, saw
but a misguided fanatic, so Mr . Benson,
gazing westward from A College Ihin-
doiv, sees in him "a rugged, sun-
browned, slovenly, solemn person," who
was for ever looking at himself in the
glass and describing to others what he
saw there. The moral would seem to
be : Let the critics cease to view Tho-
reau through study windows or col-
lege windows; but leaving their aca-
demic prejudices behind, let them go
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forth and read him in the open air
where his own thoughts were ripened
and recorded ; and then, perhaps, they
will find in him, as it is said that
some of his contemporaries did, "the
man they were in search of, the man
of men, who could tell them all they
should do." For, after all, the final
test in Thoreau's case is that of charac-
ter. When we remember the wonder-
ful strength of the impression left by
his personality on those who knew him
most closely-on such friends as Emer-
son, Alcott, Channing, Ricketson,
Blake, Hi,gginson, and Sanborn-there
is surely much significance in this en-
tire agreement of many diverse wit-
nesses, each of whom pays independent
homage to his nobility . He had a
rare magnetism which could influence
not only those around him, but a later
generation of readers, among whom a
common love for Thoreau has often
become a link of personal friendship
(as the present writer has reason to re-
member with gratitude) between lives
that were otherwise far apart. It
was he who, more than any other mod-
ern thinker, realized in his own per-
son the truth of Sir Henry Wotton's
lines :

This man is freed from servile bands
Of hope to rise, or fear to fall ;

Lord of himself, though not of lands,
And having nothing, yet hath all.

Thoreau in Twenty Volumes .

We are too apt, I think, in tracing
an author's reputation, to look only at
the literary landmarks, and to single
out the chief criticisms . favorable or
adverse, its having made or marred a
career. In Thoreau's ease. while it is
true that the least friendly of his re-
vie-,vers, having the ear of the public,
were able to give fuller currency to
the gross misunderstanding of him. and
perhaps to make it seem even more
-\widespread than it was, there have
also been from the first a number of
thoughtful quiet readers, often men of

lowly rank and themselves workers
with their hands, to whom the author
of Ifaldelti has been a reality, not a mere
subject of debate ; and the sure instinct
of such people is in the loug run a truer
guide and a more powerful influence
than any critical verdict. In so far as
genius can be aided from without, it is
in the main by admirers such is these
that Thoreau's fame has been secured.
There are instances on record of work-
ingmen who have found in his books
it revelation, and of humble students
who have been affected by the story of
his death as by a great personal grief;
and, to my mind, it is in this power
of getting at the hearts of his readers
that the supreme proof of Thoreau's
greatness is to be sought.
A few years ago, for example, there

was printed in Detroit a little volume
named Pertaining to Tliorcaa, a collec-
tion of some of the less accessible con-
temporary notices of his works, and
the type of this little book was set up,
after business hours, by a working
printer, who had conceived the idea of
thus rendering a service to Thoreau's
memory . \o fitter or more perfect
tribute could have been devised; and
who that understands Thoreau will
doubt that lie, above all men, would
have treasured it`? Such an incident
reminds us of a passage in his Journal,
in which, perhaps, more than else-
where, the deep tenderness which cln-
derlay his rugged exterior is revealed .
"11y greatest skill," he wrote. "has
been to want but little . For joy I
could embrace the earth. I shall de
Ii,ght to be buried ill it.

	

_4nd theca I
think of those amongst rvcn iclto -will knouu
that I lone them, though I tell them not."
To miss this undertone in Thoreau is

to miss the chief clue to leis subtle and
elusive temperament; and many of his
critics have missed it . I have been
told that when his friend . Ellery Chan-
uiug, who outlived him by forty years,
w ;is asked in his old age if he had read

some fretful criticism of 7
replied shortly : "I knee hi
such, in substance, must ah
answer to those who misir

The Fortnightly Review .

If, in the middle days
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11 "The Life and Letters of I
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ByArthur Irwin Das,



John Delane .
some fretful criticism of Thoreau, he
replied shortly: "I kn(,w him." And
such, in substance, must always be our
answer to those who misinterpret the

The Fortnightly Review .

message, and belittle the genius of this
great prophet of Simplicity . We know
hint .
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